Abstract— New technologies and devices for wireless communication networks are continually developed. In order to assess their performance, they have to be tested in realistic environments taking into account the influence of the body in wireless communications. Thus, the development of phantoms, which are synthetic materials that can emulate accurately the electromagnetic behaviour of different tissues, is mandatory. An accurate dielectric measurement of these phantoms requires using a measurement method with a low uncertainty. The open-ended coaxial technique is the most spread technique but its accuracy is strongly conditioned by the calibration procedure. A typical calibration is performed using an open circuit, a short circuit and water. However, this basic calibration is not the most accurate approach for measuring all kinds of materials. In this paper, an uncertainty analysis of the calibration process of open-ended coaxial characterization systems when a polar liquid is added to the typical calibration is provided. Measurements are performed on electromagnetically well-known liquids in the 0.5 - 8.5 GHz band. Results show that adding methanol improves the accuracy in the whole solution domain of the system, mainly when measuring phantoms that mimic high water content tissues, whereas ethanol is more suitable for measuring low water content tissue phantoms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of new devices and technologies for wireless communication networks is growing fast over last decades. When the propagation of these wireless communications are influenced by the presence of body, they have to be evaluated carefully. To this end, it is necessary to develop accurate tissue phantoms, which are materials that imitate the electromagnetic characteristics of human tissues. They are cost-effective and easy to produce, allowing the assessment of different electromagnetic parameters related to transmission [1] and correlation [2] for wireless implanted devices in Body Area Networks (BAN), as well as specific absorption rate [3] and dosimetry in mobile communications scenarios. Electromagnetic tissue phantoms avoid as well the experimentation with animal specimens and humans in in vivo conditions [4] in preliminary stages.

The measurement method is a key factor to achieve a proper measurement of these phantoms. Thus, the open-ended coaxial method is widely used to characterize materials such as phantoms and tissues due to its many advantages. It is a non-destructive, easy to implement and low-cost solution that covers a large frequency range. This last is a key-point since it allows us to measure tissue phantoms in large bandwidths. The system captures the reflection coefficient of a wave applied to the measured material and processes it to obtain its permittivity.

Regarding the measurement procedure, calibration plays a crucial role since a properly transformation of the reflection coefficient requires a careful calibration. This is based on the measurement and the processing of the reflection coefficient of at least three different reference standards of well-known permittivity. Open circuit, short circuit and water are typically chosen as standards in the calibration (hereinafter “typical calibration”) because their dielectric properties are very well characterized in literature. However, this calibration presents some limitations. Due to the very low dielectric constant of the open circuit standard and the high values of water and short circuit, the intermediate region is not properly characterized [5]. As a consequence, using these calibration standards provides a low loss factor accuracy above a few gigahertz [6].

In order to reduce the uncertainty of the calibration process, some authors have suggested a variety of modifications, each of them with its strengths and weaknesses. One proposed solution is to use numerical techniques jointly with rigorous mathematical models to describe the probe [5], [7]. This solution provides a precise mapping to relate the reflection measurement and the permittivity when performing a typical calibration. However, it has a high computational cost and the real design parameters of the probe are needed. Other authors proposed the use of a matched load [8], but this approach has a difficult implementation due to the geometry of the sensor [9]. In [10] a short-cavity is used, but it has to be designed for a specific probe and perhaps fabricated by a third-party.
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The use of polar liquids in the calibration has also been suggested [11]. Non-polar liquids are discarded since their permittivities are very close to that of the open circuit. The strengths of this option are its non-dependence on the open-ended coaxial dimensions, and that it does not imply a huge effort in the redesign of the calibration process. Thus, this can be considered as the easiest solution to increase the accuracy of the system. Some authors have already proposed the use of methanol or saline solutions in addition to the typical standards or substituting some of them [12], [13].

However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies assessing how the accuracy related to the calibration process is modified depending on the calibration standards’ choice. Hence, in order to evaluate the potential improvement that may entail using of polar liquids in the calibration, we present a comparison between the uncertainty of measurements when calibrating conventionally and with “enhanced” calibrations in which we add a polar liquid in the 0.5-8.5 GHz frequency band. Measurements are made over electromagnetically well-known materials whose permittivity is widely reported in literature. The accuracy of the measurement of body tissue phantoms can be improved if this liquid is added correctly.

This paper is organized as follows: the operation principle used for measuring the permittivity is presented in section II; the measurement system, the methodology and the analysis performed are described in section III; in section IV, the evaluation of different polar liquids as references in the calibration is presented. Results are discussed in section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section VI.

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE

The relative permittivity of a material, \( \varepsilon_r \), is a complex frequency-dependent property determined by its response to an applied electromagnetic field [14]. Its real part \( \varepsilon'_r \) is known as “dielectric constant” and its imaginary part \( \varepsilon''_r \) is known as “loss factor”.

\[
\varepsilon_r = \varepsilon'_r - j\varepsilon''_r
\]

The electromagnetic characterization system consists of an open-ended coaxial line used as sensor and a computer-controlled vector network analyzer. It captures the reflection coefficient of the measured material and an external computer-controlled vector network analyzer. It captures the reflection open-ended coaxial line used as sensor and a computer-controlled vector network analyzer. It captures the reflection of the discontinuity as:

\[
\Gamma_m = \frac{1-y}{1+y}
\]

A. Equivalent circuit model of the probe

In order to model the normalize admittance \( y \) of the discontinuity at the measurement plane, some equivalent circuit models and complete theoretical solutions have been presented in previous studies [5], [7], [15], [16]. The circuit model presented in [15] is used in this work as depicted in Figure 1. We have selected this model, since it is precise enough and does not involve an excessive complexity.
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This model is formed by a free-space radiation conductance term, \( G_0 \varepsilon_r^{5/2} \), a capacitance term \( C_0 \varepsilon_r \) that denotes the fringing fields outside the coaxial cable, and another capacitance term, \( C_f \), which represents the fringing field in the dielectric of the cable. Thus, this model relates the admittance of the probe’s end with the permittivity \( \varepsilon_r \) of the measured material by:

\[
y(\omega, \varepsilon_r) = G_0 \varepsilon_r^{5/2} + j\omega C_0 (\varepsilon_r + C_f) \quad (3)
\]

where \( \omega \) is the angular frequency and \( Z_0 \) is the characteristic impedance of the probe. Combining (2) with (3), we obtain the relationship between the reflection coefficient \( \Gamma_m \) and the relative permittivity \( \varepsilon_r \) of the measured material as:

\[
\Gamma_m = \frac{1-G_0 \varepsilon_r^{5/2} + j\omega C_0 (\varepsilon_r + C_f)}{1+G_0 \varepsilon_r^{5/2} + j\omega C_0 (\varepsilon_r + C_f)} \quad (4)
\]

B. Error correction procedure

If we process directly the measured reflection coefficient \( \rho_m \), it includes the errors that the instrumentation (e.g., cables, connectors) introduces due to its imperfections. These errors lead to a reduction of accuracy in the measurements. In order to reduce the effect of these imperfections, an error correction procedure is applied. It consists in modelling the elements between the reference plane (VNA’s port) and the probe’s end as a two-port network, also known as “error network”. This concept has already been used in former studies [12], [13], and relates the measured reflection coefficient, \( \rho_m \), to a corrected reflection coefficient, \( \Gamma_m \), using the following transformation:

\[
\rho_m = \frac{\rho_A - S_{11}}{\rho_A S_{22} + S_{12} S_{21} - S_{11} S_{22}} \quad (5)
\]

where \( S_{xx} \) are the scattering parameters of the error network. Combining this equation with (2) and (3) and making some manipulations as shown in [17], the measured reflection \( \rho_m \) can be related to the permittivity of the measured material by:

\[
\rho_m = \frac{A_1 + A_2 (\varepsilon_r + G_n \varepsilon_r^{5/2})}{A_1 + \varepsilon_r + G_n \varepsilon_r^{5/2}} \quad (6)
\]

where \( A_1, A_2, A_3 \) and \( G_n \) are coefficients that depend on the frequency, the characteristic impedance of the probe, the parameters of the error network and the elements of the circuit model (Figure 1). These coefficients can be expressed as:

\[
A_1 = \frac{1-S_{22}}{(1+S_{22}) j\omega C_0 Z_0} \frac{C_f}{C_0} \quad (7)
\]

\[
A_2 = \frac{S_{11} + S_{12} S_{21} - S_{12} S_{22}}{(1+S_{22}) j\omega C_0 Z_0} \left( C_f S_{11} - S_{12} S_{21} + S_{11} S_{22} \right) \quad (8)
\]
\[ A_j = \frac{S_{11} - S_{21}S_{21} + S_{11}S_{22}}{1 + S_{22}} \]  

(9)

\[ G_n = \frac{C_n}{j\omega C_n} \]  

(10)

The term \( G_n \) is usually neglected, especially when the sensor is not radiating into the measured material [16], [12]. However, we use (6) since it provides a more rigorous solution and allows us to introduce an extra standard in the calibration process.

C. System calibration

The unknown coefficients of (6) have to be computed measuring the reflection of four standards with well-known permittivities. After substituting these permittivities and their measured reflections into (6), a system of four equations with four unknowns has to be solved. Since permittivity depends on frequency, the system has to be solved for each frequency of interest. Once they are found, we will be able to transform a reflection measurement into its permittivity properly.

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND METHODOLOGY

A. Measurement setup

The setup used for the measurements consisted of a VNA (Keysight E5072A), an open-ended coaxial probe (Keysight 85070E Slim Form Probe), a coaxial cable and the calibration standards. The VNA was controlled by an external computer via an USB interface and a MATLAB application.

The VNA was configured within the range of frequencies from 0.5 to 8.5 GHz, range where most of the applications for BAN and mobile communications work, with a power of 10 dBm, 801 resolution points, and an IF bandwidth of \( f_{\text{IF}} = 1 \) kHz.

B. Methodology

Three different liquids (hereinafter “tested samples”) were measured using four different calibration setups: Ethylene Glycol, Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and 1-Butanol, whose permittivities are reported in [18]. Measurements were driven at a constant temperature of 25 °C since permittivity is a temperature-dependent property, checking that no air bubbles were present in the probe’s end when measuring liquids. The calibration setups were:

- Typical calibration using open circuit and short circuit standards as well as distilled water.
- Three enhanced calibrations, which consist in the addition of one of the following polar liquids to the typical calibration: Methanol, Ethanol and 2-Propanol.
- DMSO and 1-butanol have been chosen since they show an electromagnetic behaviour similar to tissues with high and low water content respectively. On the other hand, ethylene glycol allows us to observe how the accuracy increases when we use a liquid with similar behaviour in the calibration (methanol).

![](Fig. 2. Relative permittivity of calibration standards and tested samples at a temperature of 25 °C: a) dielectric constant, b) loss factor.)

The relative permittivity of the liquids used in this work are shown in Figure 2, taking the values from [18] since they have been characterized in a wide range of frequencies and temperatures using a method with a negligible uncertainty.

C. Analysis of uncertainty

Following the guidelines of [19], the sources of uncertainty of this kind of systems are:

- Random errors (Repeatability).
- Systematic errors: Calibration performance, VNA drifting with time, cable and system movements.

In this paper, only the systematic errors caused by the calibration process are evaluated. The repeatability and the drifting depend mainly on the VNA performance, and since they are independent of the polar liquids used in the calibration setup, they will not be object of study of this article. Cable movements will be neglected as well since the system will not be moved; the tested samples will be approached to the system instead. The systematic errors will be given in percentage terms, comparing the measurements of the tested samples with their theoretical values as:

\[ \varepsilon' = 100 \times \frac{\varepsilon'_m - \varepsilon'_\text{ref}}{\varepsilon'_\text{ref}} \]  

(11)

where \( \varepsilon' \) are the systematic errors in dielectric constant, \( \varepsilon'_m \) is
the measured dielectric constant and \( \varepsilon'_{\text{ref}} \) is the theoretical one.
The systematic errors in loss factor are computed analogously.
In order to minimise the effect of random errors, five independent trials will be carried out, averaging the errors found for each calibration and for each tested sample.

IV. RESULTS

The systematic errors of ethylene glycol’s permittivity made by the different calibration setups are shown in Figure 3. One can observe that the lowest uncertainty is achieved by the enhanced calibration that uses methanol as the additional polar liquid, in both permittivity parts. This can be explained by the fact that the permittivities of methanol and ethylene glycol are similar in both real and imaginary parts, as it is seen in Figure 2. In contrast, compared to the results given by the typical calibration, the enhanced calibrations with 2-propanol and ethanol are only minimally useful at lower frequencies. In particular, ethanol enhanced calibration works better below 5 GHz, whereas 2-propanol improves the measurement of the loss factor, comparing both with the typical calibration.

The systematic uncertainties of the measured permittivity of DMSO made by the different setups are shown in Figure 4. The results are similar to those obtained previously for ethylene glycol. Once again, adding methanol to the calibration process reduces the uncertainty with respect to the typical calibration while the other two polar liquids only achieve an improvement in loss factor. Calibrate with 2-propanol and ethanol is not very useful in this case since their dielectric constants are very distinct compared to DMSO’s.

In the same manner, the systematic errors of the measurements of 1-butanol’s permittivity obtained by the different calibration setups are shown in Figure 5. In this case, all the enhanced calibrations have lower uncertainties than the typical one, being ethanol enhanced calibration the one that achieves the lowest uncertainty. However, in contrast to previous cases, methanol enhanced calibration reduces the uncertainty of the typical calibration in a lesser extent. Although the uncertainty seems quite high in this case, this is partially caused because the permittivity values that we are handling are very low, as it can be seen in Figure 2.

V. DISCUSSION

Analysing the uncertainty of the typical calibration in all cases, one can observe that it is higher in the imaginary part, and has an increasing trend above 5 GHz, corroborating the information presented in [6]. This occurs because the typical calibration does not provide a good mapping of the imaginary part, since open and short circuits have the same loss factor (\( \varepsilon'' = 0 \), Figure 2b). This becomes critical with the increment of frequency since water’s loss factor increases with frequency and there is a big difference between them. In agreement with this, results showed that the addition of methanol improves the mapping of the loss factor for the whole solution domain. Since it also improves the mapping of the real part, we can establish that adding this polar liquid to the calibration process improves the accuracy when measuring any tissue phantom.
We measured DMSO and 1-butanol since their dielectric properties are similar to low and high water content tissue phantoms. As a result, we can state that the addition of methanol in the calibration process is the best choice to measure high water content tissue phantoms, whereas the addition of ethanol is better to measure the low water content tissue phantoms.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the addition of a polar liquid in the typical calibration of an open-ended coaxial system for measuring electromagnetic tissue phantoms is evaluated. To achieve this goal, the permittivities of ethylene glycol, dimethyl sulfoxide and 1-butanol were measured using four different calibration setups in the 0.5-8.5 GHz band. Measurements were conducted using the typical calibration (open circuit, short circuit and water), and repeated using enhanced calibrations by adding polar liquids such as methanol, ethanol and 2-propanol. The systematic uncertainty of each calibration setup was evaluated comparing their measurements on testing materials with the reference values of these materials.

Results shown that when a liquid with dielectric properties similar to the material that is going to be measured is added to the typical calibration, a lower uncertainty of the system is always accomplished. Hence, adding methanol to the calibration improves the accuracy of the measurements of high water content tissue phantoms, whereas the addition of ethanol is more suitable for measuring low water content tissue phantoms. As future work, the uncertainty of adding methanol or other liquids in the calibration procedure of the system for measuring biological tissues should be evaluated since the properties of the measured material (heterogeneity, non-liquid) change.
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